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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Department of Energy has establishedrequirementsfor the

disposal of liquid effluents on the Hanford Site and requires compliancewith

• applicableU.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency and State of Washington

regulations. Although current liquideffluent disposal practices at the

Hanford Site are conducted in accordancewith U.S. Department of Energy

requirements,the continueduse of the soil column for the disposal of liquid

effluents and the protection of surface and groundwatersare concerns of the

U.S. Department of Energy. It is the policy of U.S. Department of Energy to

replace the use of soil column disposal practices for radioactively

contaminatedeffluentswith alternativewaste treatmentand disposal methods

(U.S. Department of Energy Order 5820.2, 1984).

Since monitoring of the release of radionuclidesto the Columbia River

will continue,Golder Associates was requested to evaluate the current

monitoring and calculationalmethod used to determine the release of

radionuclidesto the river and propose another calculationalmethod for
i

checking the current method for use in the future. They were also asked to

propose how the accuracy of the release calculationalmethod could be

improved. Finally, they were asked to evaluate the impact of disposal of a

lower volume sf treated effluent having a reduced temperatureand a lower%

total dissolved solid content at or near the current disposal site.

iii
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

Golder Associates independentlyassessed the method used by Westinghouse

Hanford Company and its predecessorsto estimate the annual release of .

radionuclides to the river from ground disposal of N Reactor plant effluent.
T'

Two alternativeand more refined approachesto estimatingoffsite

radionucliderelease are presented. The first approach is based on identifying

flowpaths from the crib to the river. The second approach is based on a direct

computation of flux across a referencerelease surface. A simplifiedversion

of the first approach is applied to a base period of data. The current method

estimates a release of 8.6 Ci/yr_ whereas the proposed alternativeestimates a

release of 4.4 Ci/yr. Based on these estimates and the best hydrogeological

and engineeringjudgement, the current calculationalmethod is assessed to be

conservative. Recommendationsare provided to reduce present uncertainties in

estimating radionuclidereleases. Most recommendationsinvolve relatively

simple field tests and extensions of current activities. They include the

following" (I) Obtaining additionalhydraulicconductivity informationnear

the river shore in three specific locations, (2) installingtwo multilevel r

wells at specific locations, (3) increasingradionuclidesampling on some

wells, (4) increasingmonitoring of groundwaterelevations, (5) expanding

N Spring seepage monitoring, and (6) increasingthe number of developed

monitoring wells, particularlythose between the 1325-N facility and the river.

iv
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The effect of future operational changes on release calculations is

evaluated. Discharge of l_wer flow, lower temperature, and lower total

dissolved solids effluent to the far end of the 1325-N crib has been proposed

after the currently designed effluent treatment facility is operational. This

would probably reduce the amount of waste water passing beneath the old 1301-N

facility, where currently absorbed radionuclides could be readsorbed, lt
i

could also increase the ability (because of decreased) of the waste water to

mobilize presently adsorbed radionuclides.
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ASSESSMENT OF WESTINGHOUSEHANFORDCOMPANY METHODS FOR
ESTIMATING RADIONUCLIDERELEASE FROM GROUND DISPOSAL

OF WAStE WATER AT THE N REACTOR SITES

1.O INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

" This report summarizes the results of an independentassessmentby Golder
Associates, Inc. of the methods used by WestinghouseHanford Company
(WestinghouseHanford) and its predecessorsto estimate the annual offsite
release of radionuclidesfrom ground disposal of cooling and other process
waters from the N Reactor at the Hanford Site. This assessmentwas performed
by evaluating the present and past disposal practices and radionuclide
migration data within the context of the hydrology,geology, and physical
layout of the N Reactor disposal site. The conclusions and recommendations
are based upon the availabledata and simple analytical calculations.
Recommendationsare provided for conductingmore refined analyses and for
continued field data collection in supportof estimating annual offsite
releases. Recommendationsare also provided for simple operational and
structuralmeasures that should reduce the quantities of radionuclidesleaving
the site.

1.2 ORGANIZATIONOF THE REPORT

Historical background informationfor this study is presented in
Section 2.0 as a chronologyof key processwater disposal events a'tthe
N Reactor. See;ion 3.0 describes the generalizednear-surfacestratigraphy
and groundwater conditionsat the reactor site. Section 4.0 describes the
current analyticalmethods used to estimate the annual offsite release of
radionuclidesthroughthe soil-water system and discusses the principal
assumptionsmade. Section 5.0 presents an alternativeapproach to estimating
offsite releases that can serve as a preliminarybasis for assessingthe
adequacy of the methods used by WestinghouseHanford. Conclusions and

o recommendationsregardingthe release calculationsare presented in
Section 6.0, along with suggestionsfor future sampling, analyses, and
alternativestructuraland management options that could reduce offsite
radionucliderelease.

m

2.0 OPERATINGHISTORYOF THE HANFORDSITE

The N Reactor is located on the south bank of the Columbia River in the
northern part of the Hanford Site in Washington State. Water for reactor
cooling, spent fuel storage basins, peripheralcoolant systems, and other
process systems is drawn directly frornthe river at the site and is discharged
to a covered liquid waste disposal facility. This facility is designed to
percolate the waste water into the ground. A plan view showing the pertinent
components of the N Reactor facility is presented in Figure I.

I
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Two liquid waste disposal facilitieshave been used at the N Reactor.
Each facility consists of a pond-likerectangular"crib" with a trench
extending from one side. The oldest is the 1301-N facility,which was used
from the time the reactor went on line from 1963 until September 1985. The
1301-N extension trench was built in 1965 because the waste water volume
exceeded the capacity of the crib. Boulders were placed in the crib, and
later, a concrete cover was placed over the trench to minimize wildlife access
and airborne contamination. In 1983, the 1325-N crib was built to augment

" the original 1301-N facility and started receiving part of the waste water
discharge. This new facilitywas located approximatelytwice as far from the
river as the old facility and is completely covered. In 1985, a covered

" extensiontrench was added to the 1325-N crib to increasethe capacity of that
facility. To enhance percolation,the 1325-N trench and crib were sited in an
area that borehole geophysicallogs suggestedwould have a relatively high
permeability. Since September 1985, the 1325-N facility is reported by
WestinghouseHanford to be the only facility in use.

The average monthly waste water flow into the 1325-N facility during the
12-mo period from October 1985 through September 1986, when the N Reactor was
in normal operation, is shown in Figure 2. This is the base period for
comparativeanalysis of releasecalculationsin this report. During this
period, the averagewaste water flow to the 1325-N facility was 1,410 gal/min
(5,337 L/min). Composite sampling is conductedon the waste water discharged
into the disposal facility on a weekly basis to determine the activity of the

radionuclides i_o_iCo_ri, es r li_B_ _pCl_ Actiyi_ releases aredeterminedfor b and A plot of the 'totalo, :u_, IB_Ru' R . , .
activity of these radioe,ementsin the 1325-N influentwater for the base
period is shown in Figure 3. The total dissolved solids (TDS) of the influent
water is -135 mg/L. The temperatureof the water ranges from 83 °F to 105 "F
(28 °C to 41 "C) and averages -94 °F (34 °C).
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Finure 2. Waste Water Flow to the 1325-N Facility.
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Figure 3. Total Activity in Waste Water Released to 1325-N
Facility October 1985 to September 1986.

Ground disposal of liquid waste permits removal of radionuclidesfrom the
waste water through the natural ion exchange and sorptive capacity of the soil
and provides retardationtime for radionuclidedecay. The effectivenessof
the soil system in removing radionuclidesvaries by radionuclideand length of
flowpath and decreases over time. Groundwater seeps were observed along the
river shore near the 1301-N facility after that facility had been placed in
operation. These seeps are now known as the N Springs. In 1973, groundwater
samples showed that some radionuclideshad migrated through the soil system
along the shorter pathways and were entering the Columbia River.

A composite sampling system was installed in 1973 at well ST, which is
located -15 m (50 ft) inland from the largest of the N Springs. The
activities of the six long lived radionuclidesmeasured in the crib influent
water are also measured in this weil. Radionuclideacti.ities in the well
were observed to increase steadily throughthe years. In 1982, the rate of
increaseof iodine and strontiumactivities accelerated,suggesting that the
soil was losing its capacity to retain radionuclidesand prompting
constructionof the 1325-N facility in the followingyear. Once the 1325-N
facility was fully used and discharge to the 1301-N facility ceased,
radionuclideconcentrationsin well 8T generally decreased. Total activities
from the weekly measurementsmade during the aforementionedOctober 1985
through September 1986 base period are shown on Figure 4. The TDS of the well
water is -200 mg/L and its temperatureis -22 °C (71 'F).

The early sampling wells were periodicallysupplementedby other monitor-
ing points, which presently total more than 50 (see Figure I). Some of these
wells have been located farther irelandthan well 8T to provide hydrologic,
hydrochemical,and stratigraphicinformationaround the disposal facilities
and between the facilities and the river. For example, 10 additional test
wells were installed in April 1984 to a depth of-21 m (70 ft) [-6 m (20 ft)

4
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Figure 4. Total Activity in Well 8T October 1985 to September 1986.

into the saturated zone_'in the area immediatelyadjacent to the 1325-N
facility (wells N-36 through N-45 in Figure I). The purpose of these wells
was to aid in siting the 1325-N trench and to assure percolationrates would
be adequate.

The monitoring points include the N Springs shown in Figure I along the
shoreline. The total activitiesof the six aforementionedradionuclidesfrom

samples taken in the N Springs in 1984, 1985, and 1986 are shown in Figure 5.
Total activity measured in the 8T well on the date of N Springsmeasurement is
also shown on Figure 5 for comparison. These results indicate that radio-
nuclide concentrationsin the BT well are among the highest measured along the
shoreline. Concentrationsof radionuclidesin samples collected upstream and
downstream from the 8T well are generally lower than those measured in the

. well itself. The 1984 samples were taken directly from shallow depressions
hand dug into the soil at each spring, whereas the 1985 and 1986 samples were
taken from shallow wells installed at the spring locations. The distributions
of activities along the shoreline appear to be reasonably consistent from year

" to year, particularly for 1985 and 1986, when essentially identical sampling
procedures were used.
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3.0 SITE HYDROGEOLOGY

3.I STRATIGRAPHY

The Columbia River Basalt and the Ringold Formation and Hanford Site
sedimentsunderlie the reactor area. The Columbia River Basalt series forms
the bedrock at a depth of-52 m (170 ft) beneath the N Reactor site. The
basalt is generally compact, hard, and dense. The surface of the basalt
reflects the structureof the flows and is only locallymodified by erosion.
The Ringold Formation overlies and is largely conformableto the basalt. The

" Ringold Formation is an extensive lacustrine and fluvialdeposit of sand,
silt, gravel, and clay. A sedimentarydeposit of fluvial and glaciofluvial
outwash sands and gravels of the Hanford Formationunconformablyoverlies the
Ringold Formation. The coarse materialsof this deposit are more abundant in
the northwesternsection of the Hanford Site, and grade into finer materials
to the east and south. A generalizedstratigraphiccross section is depicted
in Figure 6.

Contours of the basalt surface and the Ringold Formationsurface reflect
the regional structuraldeformationthat has occurred since the Ringold
Formationwas deposited. The topographichighs on the basalt surface lie in
the same position as the highs on the Ringold Formationsurface. The lower
blue clay at or near the bottom of the Ringold Formationexhibits the greatest
degree of conformitywith the basalt, and successivelyhigher beds express
less deformation. The Ringold Formationconsists of dominantly coarse
material such as sands and gravels, but locallygrades into sand and coarse
silt. In the eastern margin of the Hanford Site, the Ringold Formation
becomes mostly silt and coarse clay (Brown 1962). Portions of the middle
Ringold Formationmember contain sands and gravels thoroughly cemented with
calcium carbonate.

The Hanford Site sedimentslie unconformablyon the Ringold Formation
surface and consist of beds of unconsolidatedsand, gravel, boulders, and silt
that were deposited from glacial floodwaters. Exposure at the surface has
caused much of this formationto be reworked into aeolian deposits, which are
typically heterogeneousand poorly mixed. Discontinuouslenses of all grain
sizes are commor throughout the entire thickness of the formation, which can
range up to 52 m (170 ft). In the N Reactor area, Hanford Site sediments are

" commonly sand, gravel, and boulderswith some lenses of fine, well sorted
materials. These sedimentsextend from the surfaceto a depth of -18 m
(60 ft). The land surface in the area is hummocky, resembling "kame and

" kettle"topography usually associatedwith glacial outwash.

Geophysicallogs made in 1984 to characterizethe stratigraphyaround the
1325-N facility generally indicatethe presence of unconsolidatedor semicon-
soiidatedsedimentarymaterials_,includingboulders,cobbles, and gravel, with
some intermixedsand and silt. These logs record a thick, relatively continu-
ous layer containing a high percentage of silt. The top of this layer is
-10.7 m to 13.8 m (35 ft to 45 ft) below the land surface and extends down to
the presentwater table. The thicknessranges from -4.6 m to over 9 m (15 ft
to over 30 ft) (Prateret al. 1983).

7
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Correlationof the geophysicallogs around the 1325-N facility shows that
bulk density and clay contentdecrease and porosity increases in the direction
of the 1301-N facility and subsequentlythe river. These results suggest the
presence of a zone of higher permeabilitysedimentsin that area: which could
account for the larger spring discharge and higher radionuclideactivities
along a relatively localizedpart of the river bank (see Figure 5). In the
vicinity of the 1325-N crib, the Hanford Formationis underlaid by Ringold
Formation conglomerateat a contact elevationof-125 m (410 ft) above meant,

sea level (Prateret al. 1983), or -18 m (60 ft) below land surface. This was
approximatelythe elevationof the water table during the period when the
geophysicallogs were made and may indicate that the contact between the two

" formations influencesgroundwatermovement.

3.2 HYDROLOGY

Groundwater head data have been collectedfrom monitoring wells on the
Hanford Site since the 1940's. Generalizedflow directions have been well
established,and the overall trend is in an easterly direction as shown on
Figure 7. Comparison of 1944 data with 1986 data on the figure indicates
little change in the overalldirection of movement;however, large groundwater
mnunds resulting from post-1944waste water disposal facilities are clearly
e_ident in the central part of the site. The exposed basalts at Gable Butte
and Gable Mountain act as low permeabilityfeatures that disrupt the flow of
groundwater in the surface sediments. The regional groundwater flow to the
north of these structures,where the N Reactor is located, is in a northerly
and easterly directiontoward the Columbia River. The regional lines of
equipotentialare almost perpendicularto the river in the vicinity of the
N Reactor, indicatingthe general trend of regional flow is parallel with the
river. Continuedwaste water disposal at the N Reactor has locally altered
the natural groundwater surfaceby creating a groundwatermound (not shown on
Figure 7) that elevates the water table by as much as 4.5 m (15 ft) and causes
local groundwater surface equipotentialsto approximatelyparallel the river.
The regional equipotentialcontours shown in Figure 7 indicate that all water
entering the N Reactordisposal system is driven by regional groundwaterflow
to the north and east, so it will eventually reach the river. The temperature
of the natural groundwateris -16 "C (60 "F) and its salinity is reported to
be 211 mg/L TDS (PNL 1986).

A more detailed water table map of the N Reactor area is shown in
Figure 8. This figure was prepared from water level data collected in
April 1986 during the base period considered in this report. The equipoten-m

tial contours were drawn to support the larger flow rate observed in the
N Springs below well 8T and are consistent with the measured water levels and
with the aforementionedgeophysicaldata, which suggests a local zone of
higher permeability. The flow rates of the N Springs, however, have not been
measured, and the river bed has not been investigatedfor spring discharge.

Constant-ratepumping tests were cnnducted in 1984 to determine the
transmissivityof the water table aquifer (Prate_et al. 1983). Wells
N-27, N-30, and N-32 (see Figure I) were chosen because of their close
proximity to the 1325-N trench, and becausedrilling logs indicatedthe
presence of a layer of cemented sediments in wells N-27 and N-32 and the lack
of such a layer in well N-30. Each well penetrates-6 m (20 ft) below the
water table. Tests performedin each well consistedof a 24-h pumping and a

9
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24-h recovery period. Multiple observationwells were monitored for each
test. The tests in the two wells exhibitingcemented layers produced
transmissivitiesranging from 43,000 gpd/ft to 132,000 gpd/ft (535,000Lpd/m
to 1,640,000Lpd/m). lhe calculated transmissivityin well N-30, where no
cementationwas observed,ranged from ~130,000 gpd/ft to 200,000 gpd/ft
(1,240,000 Lpd/m to 2,490,000 Lpd/m). The results of these tests indicate the
sediments have relativelyhigh transmissivities.

4.0 ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT RELEASE CALCULATIONS
b.

The presentmethod used for estimating the annual releases of
radionuclidesfrom the N Rea_tor liquid waste disposal facilities to the
Columbia River is based on the formula

Release = 0.5 QFA8T (I)

where"

QF = Total annual waste water discharged into the disposal
facilities (L/yr)

A8T = The average annual activity of radionuclidesin the
8T well (pCi/L).

This equation was originally developed for the 1301-N facility, lt has
also been applied to the 1325-N facility and to short periods of simultaneous
operation of both facilities.

This formula was developed based on two principal assumptions"
(I) approximatelyhalf of the water discharged into the disposal facilities
reaches the river with significantconcentrationsof radionuclidesand (2) the
composite sample taken at well 8T provides a conservativelyhigh estimate of
the average radionuclideloading of the water reaching the river. This
equation was developed to provide a simple, conservativeestimating technique
that could be readily applied and understood. During the 1-yr base period
from October 1985 to September 1986, the averagedischarge to the
1325-N facility was 1,410 gal/min, and the average activity in well 8T of the

" 130 pCi/L Applylng thesix radionuclidesmentioned in Section _.0 was 6, . '
formula to these data, an estimated8.6 Ci of radionuclideswere released
during the base period.

An initial evaluationsuggests that this method would be expected to have
overestimatedactual annual releases during the routine use of either the
1301-N or the 1325-N facility alone, but may not have provided conservative
estimates during the short periods when both facilities were being used
simultaneously. The relatively symmetricalgroundwatermound beneath the
1325-N facility (see Figure 8) indicatesthat approximatelyhalf the flux
leaves the facility on the river side and the other half on the inland side
away from the river. The waste water leavingon the river side follows
-elatively short flow paths to the river, while that leaving on the inland
side generally follows flowpathsto the river that are much longer. While

12
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this pattern holds for either the 1301-N or the 1325-N facility operated
independentlyover a long period of time, it does not hold if the facilities
are operated simultaneously. During simultaneousoperation, flux from the
1325-N facility, if substantive,would tend to drive all flux from the 1301-N
facility directly toward the river.

Hydrochemicalsampling along the riverfrontindicates that the highest
concentrationof radionuclidesenters the river in _ short reach closest to
the disposal facilities. Fartherupstream and downstream, concentrationsare
reduced to much lower levels. The short reach of high concentration is
probably due to a local zone of higher permeabilitysediments, and to the

" earlier use of the 1301-Ndisposal facility,which appears to have directly
overlaid that zone. The higher conductivityzone would be expected to consist
of coarser materials that offer a smaller surface area for sorption. The
higher conductivityzone would conduct more flow and its available sorptive
capacity would be more quickly saturated. Further, past use of the
1301-N facility could have largely saturated the sc,,_tivecapacity along much
of the higher conductivityzone before the 1325-N facility was in operation,
thus leaving only a small volume of soil with additionalsorptive capacity for
t_e new 1325-N facility.

Flowpaths immediatelyupstream and downstreamof this short reach appear
to be in lower permeabilitymaterialswith greater sorptive capacities,and
are farther from the 1301-N facility and therefore,less affected by its
operation. The considerablylonger flowpathsfarther upstream and downstream
provide considerablymore sorptive capacity, are far from the 1301-N facility,
and provide more travel time for radionuclidedecay. As previously mentioned,
detailed sampling of N Springs along the river has been conducted in 1984,
1985, and 1986, and the resultswere shown in Figure 5. Comparison of the 8T
activities in Figure 4 with those of water from the spring samples on Figure 5
shows that activities in 8T well are among the highest measured and clearly
well above the averages. This field evidence supports the use of the 8T well
activitiesas conservativeestimates of the averagecontaminant loadingof
seepage into the river.

Several additionalassumptionsimplicit in the formula and the method of
monitoringmust be addressed. First, by relyingon samples from a single key
well (8T weil), the computationdirectly addressesonly a single flowpath and

• assumes the activity in that flowpath is conservativelyrepresentativeof the
contaminantloading into the river. This assumption is supported by the
N Springs sampling. Second, the use of annual time weighted average values of

. concentrationand flux assumesa groundwater flow and transport system that
changes slowly with time. Although the discharge and contaminant loading of
the water into the crib may fluctuate rapidly,the groundwater system would be
expected to considerablyattenuatethese fluctuationsat the point of
discharge into the river. As shown in Figure 4, activitiesmeasured in the 8T
well do not exhibit significantrapid fluctuations.

A third assumption is that the water percolatingfrom the disposal
facilities flows at or near the top of the natural groundwater and does not
significantlymix with it. Several conditionsmay contribute to supporting
this assumption' (I) vertical permeabilitiesmay be lower than horizontal
permeabilities,causing stratifiedgroundwaterflow, (2) regional upward
groundwatergradientsmay exist causingwater to flow upward from deeper
aquifer systems and discharge into the river, and (3) waste water may be
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sufficiently warmer than the natural groundwater to remain buoyantly on top of
the nat,ural groundwater. If the density of the contaminant solutlon is less
than or the same as the groundwater,the contamii_antplume will spread in a
zone close to the water table (Freezeand Cherry 1979).

_Ithoughthe available informationfor the N Reactor and Hanford Site
generally supports the presence of the first two conditions,the data are not
sufficientto quantify their effects. The buoyancy effects resulting from the
temperaturedifference of 6 °C (11 °F) to-17 °C (30 °F) between the waste
water and the natural groundwateris expected to be the primary contributor to
stratifiedflow. Limited hydrochemicaldata also support vertical stratifica-
tion of groundwaters. Field measurementsfrom the 8-series wells of the
variationof radionuclideactivitieswith depth were obtained in January and
February, 1987 (AppendixA). Those results indicated significantreductions
in radionuclideactivities at depths greater than 9.8 m (32 ft) below the
groundwater table. However, those measurementswere taken during a time when
discharge to the 1325-N facility was approximatelyone half the average base
period flow, so they may not be representativeof conditionsduring the base
period.

If groundwaterand waste water flow are stratified,as suggested by the
availabledata, the depth to which radionuclidesmigrate along the more
significant,shorter f!owpathsmay depend primarily upon the average volume of
waste water discharged into the crib. The zone of waste water would penetrate
to the greatest depths during periodsof higher flow rates, and some radionu-
clides would be retained at those depths by sorbing on to the sediments.
During periods of lower waste water discharge, the zone of waste water would
be thinner and the soils at depths formerly occupied by waste water would
subsequentlybe occupied by naturalgroundwaterwhich could leach the sorbed
nuclides. Although the net additionaltransport of desorbed radionuclidesby
natural groundwater is normally expected to be small, under extreme conditions
of very low flow into the cribs this phenomenoncould cause an underestimation
of the total releases.

A fourth assumption is that the monitoring results in well 8T are
independentof river stage fluctuations This is supportedby a PNL report
(AppendixB) that indicatedno correlationbetween the radionuclide
concentrationin the well and the river stage. A fifth assumption is that the
regional groundwater table and flow direction are relatively stable. The
regional trend of groundwaterflow has changed little since the 1940's, as
Figure 7 depicts.

w

5.0 ALTERNATIVEREL_SE ANALYSIS

Two alternative,more refinedapproaches to estimating offsite radio-
nuclide releases are presented in this section. The availabledata are
sufficientto apply a simplifiedversion of the first of these approaches to
the base period. This example applicationprovides a preliminary basis for
assessingthe conservatismof the release calculation presented in
Section 4.0. The first approach is based on identifyingflowpaths from the
crib to the river, and the second approach is based on a direct computation of
flux across a reference release surface.

!4
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5.1 FLOWPATHAPPROACH

The flowpath approach involves identifyingequal flux flowpaths from the
crib to the river, and assigningan average release activity to each flowpath
based on field sampling of the N Springs along the riverbank. While the
example applicationpresented here is necessarllyapproxirate,the method can
be refined, if required,through numericalmodeling and er,,lancedfield data
collection. The followingdiscussion is presented in four components:

• (I) analysis of flux, (2) analysis of activities,(3) example application,and
(4) analysis of uncertainties. A comparisonof this approach with the
WestinghouseHanfordmethod is presented along with recommendationsfor future
activities.

5.1.1 Analysis of Flux

The primary effect of N Reactor waste water discharge owl regional ground-
water flow is in the vicinity of the reactor, where localized groundwater
mounding presently occurs beneath the 1325-N facility. An interpretation of
paths the waste water might follow away from that facility is shown in
Figure 9. The flowpaths were drawn to identify areas of approximately equal
waste water flux moving away from the mound baseJ on actual field equipo-
tential contours from the 1325-N facility. The method assumes the waste
water forms a layer of fluid above the regional groundwater and that the
equipotentials represent the surface elevation of that layer. The method also
assumes that the flowlines provide an adequate indication of the direction of
waste water movement, despite any local geologic heterogeneities that may be
present. The flow lines indicate a concentration of flux in the area of the
8T weil, which as previously mentioned, is supported by the larger spring flow
observed in that area along the riverbank.

5.1.2 Analysis of Activities

Samples from the 8T well provide a weekly record of radionuclid_
activities along one of the flowpathsfrom the 1325-N facility to the river.
The areal sampling of the springs and wells along the river shore described in
Section 2.0 provides, for the date of sampling,an indication of the

. radionuclide activities in adjacent groundwater flow paths. If the relative
distribution of these activities along the river shore is assumed to be
relatively stable with time, the average annual release can be computed for
each flowpath through a simple correlation with the sampling results in

" well 8T. The distribution of activities along the shoreline from the 1986
N Springs samples is illustrated in Figure 9 (UNC 1987).

Placing emphasis on radionuclide concentrations from shallow groundwater
assumes, as before, that the shallow groundwater does not significantly mix
with the deeper groundwater, but that it remains at or near the water table
surface. This assumption is supported by the density differences discussed in
Section 4.0 between the natural groundwater and the warmer waste water
emanating as springs along the river shore.
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Compositesamplesfor measurementof radionuclideconcentrationsare
collectedweeklyfromwell 8T. Samplesfor measuringradionuclideconcentra,,
tionsin the N Springshavebeen collectedannually. Activitiesin 8T well on
the day of N Springsmeasurementare comparedwith the averageannualactivi-
ties in thatwell to providea basisfor correlatingthe N Springsmeasure-
mentswith the averageannualradionuclideloading. The averageannual
releaseis conservativelykeyedto the N Springsmeasurementsratherthan the

, 8T well measurements,becauseon the day of N Springsmeasurement,the total
activitiesin the N Springsnearwell 8T have been higherthan the activities
in well 8T, Samplesfromwell8T provideaverageactivitiesfor a 3-m-thick
(10-ft-thick)zone rangingfrom-1.2 m to 4,3 m (4 ft to 14 ft) belowthe

" watertable,w_llethosefromthe N Springsare takenfrom approximatelythe
upperfootof groundwater.The differencesin activitiesare, therefore,
consistentwith the conceptthatthe highestradionuclideconcentrationsare
in a shallowzone at or near the watertable.

5.1.3 ExampleApplication

The methodpresentedin the foregoingsubsectionsis appliedto the
estimatereleaseduringthe October1985 to September1986base period.
Duringthat period,all wastewaterwas dischargedto the 1325-Nfacilityand
all but a negligiblevolumeof thatwaterwas percolatedintothe ground
throughtha 1325-Ncrib. Groundwaterfluxfrom the cribwas analyzedby
dividingthe outsideof the crib facilityinto32 equalsectionsand assuming
that the averagefluxout of each sectionis the same.

QT
QFT= -_" (2)

where:

eFT: Average flow in each flowtube (gal/min flowtube)
QT- Total flow into disposal facility (gal/min)

n - Total number of flowtubes (flowtubes).

" The ntethodassumesthe flux of the systemremainsrelativelyconstant
over the base periodand thatthe three-dimensionalgroundwaterflow system
can be adequatelyapproximatedby a two-.dimensionalanalysis. The average
annualtotalactivityof long livedr_dionuclidesreleasedthrougheach
flowtube(AT) is estimatedusingthe relation

i

AeT

AT = 7_-8_A (3)
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where'.

8T " Average annual 'total activity of well 8T (pCi/L)

8_ " Activity at well 8T on day of N Springs measurements (pCi/L)- Estimated average total activity in flowtube on day of
N Springs measurements (pCi/L).

The total activity released to the environment is then calculated by

n

Release - _E] QFTAT (4) "
I

During the bas_ r.er,od the average annual activity at well 8T (A8T) was

6,130 pCi/L, and the activii_yat well 8T (AST! on the day of the N Springsmeasurement (August24, 1986) was 6,436 pCiTll The average activity for each
flowtube was taken from the shorelineactivity distributionin Figure 9 and is
given in column A in Table I. These values indicate that, for this time
period, the average annual activity in each flowtube was 95.2% of the
N Springs activitymeasurement on August 24, 1986. The average flow rate into
the 1325-N facilityduring the base period was 1,410 gal/min (5,340 L/min).

With 32 flowtubes (n), the flow in each flow tube (_T) is -44 gal/min(167 L/min). Using these values and data from the flowtubeswhere activity
can be measured, the estimated base period release is 4.4 Ci/yr (see Table I).

5.1.4 Uncertaintiesin Analysis

The approach set forth in this section provides a refinement over the
current methods by consideringmultiple flowpaths and varying activities,yet
it still can be implementedwith existing information. The approach, however,
necessarilyrelies upon a number of assumptionswhose effects must be
evaluated. The assumptions in the flux calculationare discussed first,
followed by the assumptions in the activities.

5.1.4.1 Uncertaintiesin Flux Calculation. The fundamentalassumption in the
flux calculation is that the discharge from the crib can be reasonably subdi-
vided into flowtubes of equal flux in a two-dimensional approximation of the
real three-dimensional system. This assumption is supported by the buoyancy
of the warmer waste water as discussed in Section 4.0, which suggesLs that in
the vicinity of the N Reactor, the water flows in a layer on top of the
natural groundwater. The assumption is also supported by the approximately
circular symmetry of equipotentials around the disposal facility, which indi-
cates that water is flowing away from the facility with a generally uniform
flux in all directions. If any significant heterogeneities in hydraulic
properties were present in the immediate vicinity of the 1325-N crib, they
would be indicated by irregular equipotentials. If warranted, identification
of equal-flux flowtubes can be refined through numerical modeling.

18
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Table i. FlowtubeActivities.

Column A Column C
estimatedaverage Column B estimated average

Flowtube flowtube activity percent of annual flowtube
on 8/24/86 total activity activitya

" (pCi/L) (pCi/L) _i _!

A 220 0.0 209
' B 550 1.0 524

C 1,100 2.0 1,047
D 1,450 3.0 1,380
E 5,400 10.0 5,141
F 6,350 12.0 6,045
G 7,750 15.0 7,378
H 7,850 15.0 7,473
I 6,650 13.0 6,331
J 6,150 12.0 5,855
K 5,300 10.0 5;046
L 2,600 5.0 2,475
M 650 1.0 619
N 680 1.0 647
0 300 0.0 286

53,000 50,456

aFor period October 1985 through September1986.

Column C - _ x Column A
AeT

: 0.952 x Column A

. (15 flowtubes)(44gal/min) - 660 flowtube-gal/min

(660 flowtube-gal/min)(3.785L/gal)(1,440min/day)(365d/yr)(50,456pCi/L)
" Release :

(I x 1012 pCi/Ci)(15 flowtubes)

- 4.4 Ci/yr
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The flux calculationassumes that the groundwaterflow system is
essentially stable throughoutthe year. While this assumption ,isthought to
be valid for the base period studied, it could be invalidated,IPorexample, by
periodic heavy use of the 1325-N trench or significantlong-term flow
reductions. The method can be adaptedto treat significantshort-term
transients,but additional field monitoring data and possibly the use of
numericalmodels may be required. The method may not conservativelyestimate
release during periods of significantlyreducedwaste water flow, because
sorbed radionuclideswould be leached and transportedduring such periods by
the natural groundwater.'

t

Uncertainty also exists in the shape oi"the groundwater equipotentials

between the 1325-N crib and the river. More accurately identifyingthe degree i
of flowtube concentrationthat results in the larger springs along the
shoreline near well 8T is of particular interest. The flowlines drawn in
Figure 9 were purposely concentratednear that well to provide a more
conservativerelease estimate. Water level informationfrom additional
monitoring wells now being installedbetween the crib and the river should
permit a more accurate identificationof the equipotentials.

5.1.4.2 Uncertaintiesin Activity Calculations. The activity calculations
also assume relatively stable conditionsthroughout the period of analysis,
such that the distributionof radionuclidereleases along the shoreline
remains predictablebetweenmeasurements. The method can be adapted to more
variable conditions by increasingthe frequency of activity measurementsin
the N Springs as allowedby periods of low river flow.

As discussed in Section 4.0, the accuracy of the shallow groundwater
samples in representingaverage flowtube activitiesduring the base period is
expected to be good for the shorter flowpaths between the crib and the river.
However, the conservatismof this approach relies on the assumption that the
shallow samples are little affectedby mixing with the natural groundwater.
A zone of mixing will be present along the interface between the waste water
and groundwater. The thicknessof that zone will increase with distance away
from the mound. If the zone of mixing extends to the water table and
significantlyreduces radionuclideconcentrationsin the shallow N Springs or
well 8T samples, then th_ flux from the crib should be supplementedby a
component of natural groundwater flux when computing releases to the river.
Mixing could be a more significantfactor in the longer, wider flowpaths
because the layer of waste water flow will be less thick and more time will be
available for cooling and mixing to occur. However, more time and greater
soil volumes are also availablefor radionuclidedecay and sorption in those .
longer flowpaths. The N Springs sampling along the river shore indicatesthat
releases from these longer flowpaths are currently not significant.

5.2 FLUX APPROACH

The flux approach involves identifyingthe flux across a reference
release surface on which the distributionof radionuclidesis known. The flux
is based on a simple linear applicationof Darcy's law and the radionuclide
activitiesthat are taken from sampling along the river shore.. An example
applicationof this method could not be prepared because the hydraulic

' conductivitiesand distributionsof activitieswith deDth are not sufficiently
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quantified along the multiple flowpathsthat would have to be considered.
Although this approach has the advantageof simplicity and does not require
assumptionsregarding vertical mixing, its applicationwill require obtaining
additional field measurements.

5.2.1 Flux Analysis

The flux across the referencerelease surface would be determined using
the equation

,m

QF --KiA (5)

where:

QF = Flux across the _ncrementalportion of the reference surface under
consideration (m_/s)

K = Average hydrdulicconductivityof the sediments along the relevant
flowpaths (m/s)

i = Hydraulic gradient in the vici!lityof the release surface (m/m)
A : Area of the release surface (mt)

The hydraulicconductivitywould be determined from pump tests conducted
in wells near the release surface. The hydraulicgradient would be determined
from water level measurementsin the N Reactor monitoringwells, and the area
of the release surfacewould be based on the depth and lateral extent of
significantradionuclideactivity. The release surface is a vertical plane at
or near the river shore, upon which the depth and lateral extent of radio-
nuclide activities and the changes that occur over time can be measured or
estimated.

The total activity released to the environmentwould be calculated by

n

Release = _QFAF (6)
. I

where"

AF = Depth weighted average radionuclide activity across the incremental
portion of the reference surface under consideration (Ci/m _)

n = Total number of increments along the surface (dimensionless).

5.2.2 Activities Analysis

Radionuclideactivitieswould be determined along the release surface
using essentiallythe same methods as those for the flowpath approach, except
additional informationwould be required on variations with depth on different

z
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flowpaths. Vc,riationswith depth would be monitored at severallocations near
the river shore and extrapolatedto unmonitoredlocations, based upon local
geologic and hydrologic conditions.

5.2.3 Uncertaintiesin Analysis

Uncertaintiesin the flux approachwould stem primarily From the extent
to which the controllingparameters of hydraulic conductivity,gradient, and
radionuclideactivity are representativeof the portion of the release surface
being considered. The gradient is already,reasonablywell known, and rela-
tively few additional field tests are expected to be required to obtain
sufficient informationon the two remainingparameters.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 RELEASE CALCULATIONS

A comparison of the current release calculationmethod with the results
of the first alternativemethod presented in Section 5.0 indicatesthat the
current method is probably conservativein estimating radionucliderelease to
the Columbia River. Total release for the 12-mo base period of October 1985
to September 1986 was estimated by the current method to be 8.6 Ci. The
alternativeflow path method estimatesa release of 4.4 Ci for the same
period. This alternativemethod provides release estimates for all signifi-
cant flowpaths and is considered to be more accurate than the current method.
Although a number of simplifyingassumptionshave necessarilybeen introduced
into the example calculationpresented in this report, additionalaccuracy can
be obtained, if required, throughmore frequent field data collection and
application of numericalmodels. However, an even greater level of accuracy
would be expected from applicationof the alternative flux method of analysis
also presented in Section 5.0. The flux method would not require extensive
additional numericalmodeling, but would require some additionalfield data.
The present uncertaintiesin both the currentmethod and the flowpath method
are considered sufficient to justify collectingadditional data.

The simplicityof the current method for determining release concentra-
tions allows calculationsto be made quickly and conservatively,and this
method can continue to be applied as long as it can be demonstratedto provide,
conservativeresults, lt is recommendedthat the conservativenessof the

current method be checked on a periodic basis by comparison with the results
of the more detailed alternative_pproachespresented in this report.

6.2 ACTIONS TO REDUCE UNCERTAINTIES

Recommendationsare provided in this section to reduce present
uncertaintiesin estimating radionuclidereleases. Most recommendations
include simple field tests and extensionsof current activities.

22
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6.2.1 Pump Testing

Additional informationon hydraulicconductivitiesare needed near the
river shore to support trial applicationof the alternative flux method
described in Section 5.2. Three locations are recommendedfor testing:
(I) upstream from well 8T in the vicinity of well N-19, (2) in the vicinity of
well 8T, and (3) downstreamfrom well 8T and inland from N Springs 10.

6.2.2 RadionuclideMonitoring Expansion

Additional multilevelwell installationsare recommended to provide more
detailed informationon radionuclidedistributionand temperaturewith depth
near the Columbia River. This informationwill help support release calcula-
tions by any of the methods discussed in this report. Two locations are
recommended: (I) upstream from well 8T in the vicinity of well N-19, and
(2) downstream from well 8T and inland from N Springs 10. These are the same
general locations as recommendedfor pump tests, and if properly staged,the
multilevel wells could be used as monitoring wells to provide informationon
vertical as well as horizontalhydraulicconductivities.

6.2.3 RadionuclideSampling Frequency

The alternativereleasecalculationmethods presented in this report are
based on the relationshipof N Springs concentrationsto well 8T concentra-
tions on a specific day of the sampling year. More frequent sampling of the
N Springs, the multilevelwell installations,and other establishedmonitoring
wells would reduce uncertaintiesfrom fluctuationsand strengthen the
relationshipbetween the springs and well 8T.

6.2.4 GroundwaterMonitoring Frequency

All release calculationmethods assul,_ethat the groundwater table and
hence the directions of the waste water flowpathsare relatively stable over
the period of analysis. Monthly monitoring of groundwaterelevations would
help to verify this assumptionand provide insightinto geologic and
hydrologicprocesses that influencewater table levels and radionuclide
transport.

" 6.2.5 N Springs MonitoringNetwork Expansion

Current N Springs monitoring locationsare limited to visible seeps along
a 1.5-mi stretch of river at the N Reactor. Investigationand sampling of any
springs that occur upstream and downstream of this reach should continue to be
performedto help validatecontaminant releasecalculations. In addition,
installationand samplingof additional shallowwells are recommended at
locationsoutside this reach where there are no springs to verify the present
assumptionof negligiblereleases at those locations. If geologic conditions
determined from subsequentinvestigationsindicatethe potential presence of
higher conductivityzones that could permit significantwaste water releases
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to bypass the monitoring system, seepagemeters should be installed in the
Columbia River to monitor underwaterdischarge. Water temperaturesshould be
measured with each sampling.

6.2.6 Water Level Monitoring Network Expansion

Increasingthe number of developedmonitoring wellswill help to assess
water level trends and verify flow path directions. Geophysicaltesting of
new wells will help identifythe presence or lack of a higher conductivity
path within the sediments. Emphasis should be given to improved monitoring
betweenthe ]325-N facility and the river. We understand that additional
wells are currently being installed in that area.

E

6.2.7 Documentation

Complete documentationshould be prepared describing the details of all
future monitoring, testing, well installation,and operationalactivities
associatedwith waste water disposal. Studies made to evaluate the system
should be supported with comprehensivepresentationsof the data, the
analyses,and the assum?tionsmade.

6.2.8 NumericalAnalysis

Additional numerical analyses are not recommendeduntil they can be
better supported by additionalfield data.

6.3 GROUND DISPOSAL OPTIONS

6.3.1 Structural Options

Structuraloptions that could divert waste water away from the apparent
higher condvctivityflowpath and around the previously used 1301-N facility
includebuilaing a new disposal facility far from the river and constructinga
subsurfacebarrier wall. The first option of building a new disposal facility
would be desirable; however, it is our understandingthat this has been
considered and is not feasible. A subsurface low permeabilitybarrier that
would force groundwaterto flow around the 1301-N facilitywould be expected
to impede the transport of radionuclidesnow present in the soil beneath this
former disposal facility, and would increase the path length of waste water
now flowing from the 1325-N facility. The effectivenessof such a barrier
should be evaluated in more detail before committing to this option. We
recommend that a relatively low priority be given to structural options in
view of the benefits that can potentiallybe obtained at relatively low cosi:
from the operation options discussedbelow.
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6.3.2 OperationalOptions

Reroutingwaste water now discharged into the 1325-N crib to the further-
most end of the 1325-N trench would provide several advantages. Waste water
would then migrate through soil that has had little or no previous disposal
history, which would therefore be expectedto have enhanced sorptive proper-
ties. Dischargingwaste water to this end of the trench will also change the
configurationof flow from the facilityto the river, with less waste waterQ

passing beneath the 1301-N facility,and less being concentratedin the
apparent higher conductivityflowp_th at the 8T weil. Adoption of this option
may affect the validity of the presentmethod of calculatingreleases,

" however, because well 8T would no 1_nger lie on the most direct flowpath to
the river.

Reductionof the volume of waste water to the facility would reduce the
overall flux in the system. Total flow to the 1325-N facilitywill be reduced
to -650 gal/min (426 L/min) for N Reactor operation. If the radionuclide
concentrationsare unaffected,any reduction in flow would tend to reduce the
net radionucliderelease. The reductionin release may, however, not be
proportionalto the reduction in flow because of mobilizationof sorbed
radionuclidesby natural groundwater. Avoiding large fluctuationin waste
water flow would enhance the accuracyof the release calculations.

Along with a reduction in flow_ it has been proposed that a reduction of
temperatureand TDS will also occur. As discussed in Section 4.0, a decrease
in temperaturemay not be desirableunder the present monitoring system due to
decreased buoyancyof waste water and increasedmixing with natural ground-
water. A decrease in TDS would increase buoyancy and have the opposite
effect. Extremedecreases in TDS could however have a deleteriouseffect by
increasingthe ability of the waste water to mobilize presently sorbed

radionuclides, lt would be most desirableto discharge low TDS water
very

near the outer end of the 1325-N trench.
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Memorandum

".o L, P, Diediker Date February 27, 1987
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su_!_ct. N-SPRINGSVERTICALPROFILE

In a continuing effort to assess the accuracy of the N-Springs
radionuclide release reporting (currently based on the N-ST
composite sampler) a vertical profile sampling regime was
conducted between January 12 and February 18, 1987. The study
involved sampling of several ground water wells along the N-Area
shoreline near the N-ST weil, but from varying depths in the
water table (see Figure I).

The N-ST sampling well collects samples from a specific stratum
in the ground water table. While not scientifically incorrect
methodology, this does not necessarily represent radionuclide
concentration conditions from the entire vertical profile of the
water table. To determine if dissimilar conditions exist, water
samples from various depths in the water table were collected
and analyzed.

Four of the wells sampled (N-8-P, Q, R, S) are one and one-half
inch diameter piezometer wells with varying depths into the
water table. These wells have perforation zones (I0 foot in
length) which are significantly deeper that the N-ST well
perforation zone. These increased depths allow for radionuclide
concentration comparisons over an extended profile of
groundwater strata.

Another nine samples were taken from yet a different ground
water weil, N-46. This is an 8" diameter well which is screened
along its entire affected area (25' depth) in the water table.
Samples were obtained from this well from the uppermost region
in the water table extending downward in one foot increments to
approximately eight feet into the water table. This eight foot
stratum represents virtually the same ground water layer that
the N-ST samples. However, examining the ground water in small
increments provides the ability to determine if there is any
stratification within this region of nuclide concentrations
compared to those observed by the N-ST weil.

In the case of the N-8-P, Q, R, & S wells, as depth into the
ground water increased, radionuclide concentrations decreased
respectively, and in the deepest wells, the nuclide concentra-
tions were at less than detectable levels (see Table I).
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With the exception of 1-131, the one foot incremental sampling
in well N-46 compared very closely with the radionuclide

. concentrations reported by the N-ST well (see Table 2). Though
generally higher than the N-ST concentrations, the 1-131
concentrations seen in the N-46 well are significantly lower

. than the historical average (2,000 to 3,000 pCi/L) reported
before the new 1325-N facility was placed into service in
September, 1985. The DOEDerived Concentration Guide (DCG) is
3,000 pCi/L for 1-131. One possible explanation for the
increased 1-131 concentrations in the upper strata of ground
water is the tendency for this nuclide to volatilize rapidly.
With travel times from the 1325-N crib being approximately 90
days for 1-131, it is predictable that its concentrations would
be highest in the upper region of the water table by the time it
appears at the N-Springs.

Based on this vertical profiling of the N-Springs water table,
the N-ST well is sampling from the stratum of ground water
containing the highest radionuclide concentrations being
released to the river.
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' TA_,LE 1

• RADIONUCLIDECONCENTRATIONSIN WELLS N-B-P,Q,R,S

(pCi/L)

-E:E
(depth irlto N-8P N-8Q N-SR N-SS * avg CY'86
_w.atertable ....) (74'.84') (34'.-_44')(22'-32') , (18'-22') ,(4'-,14.',)

ra.dior,,,Li_lide

Co-60 6 10 75 78 I00 94

Ru-103 <6 <8 11 20 34 37

Ru-106 <46 <54 95 87 81 89

Sb-125 <19 <22 <24 66 120 120

1-131 <9 <11 <10 <10 22 23

•N-8T composite sample taken from 2/11-2/19/87
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TABLE 2

I

RADIONUCLIDECONCENTRATIONSIN N-46 WELL

(pCi/L)

_ N'ST
Depth into avg.'
w.ater table .... _ _ _ _ _...4_'. _ 6.._._L_ _..ZL _8' *,. cY !8_.

radiopuclide

Co-60 97 100 100 99 96 100 110 97 97 i00 94

Ru-103 56 61 62 59 60 59 56 58 41 59 37

Ru-I06 100 120 110 110 150 93 140 140 79 92 89

Sb-125 97 100 110 120 110 98 110 120 120 120 120

1-131 190 190 200 190 180 140 120 130 87 58 23

e

*N-8T composite sample taken from i/7-I/14/87
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ERRATA
APPENDIXB

100.N Crib Study, PhaseIII

Becauseseveral tables and figures appear in Appendix B that were not referenced in
the text, this sheet lists changes to Appendix B that clarify its ambiguity, For each
change listed, there isan accompanying number in parentheses in tile right-hand
margin of Appendix B,

1, For "can be seen in Figures 1through 10" read "can be seen in Figures 1
through 11,"

2, For "Table 1 records the disposal volumes and identifies" read "Tables 1
through 6 recordthe disposal volumes and identify."

3, For "Figures 1 through 3" read " Figures 1through 4,"

4. For "The three figures" read "Figures 1through 4,"

5. For "shown in Figures4 through 6" read "shown in Figures 5 through 7,"

6. For "Appendix Table 4" read "Table 4"

7, For "Figure 7 shows" read "Figure 8 shows."

8. For "Figures 8 through 10show" read "Figures 9 through 11."

9. For "were performed" read "were performed (Figures 2 and 3),"
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,_ WHC-SP-0377 P_oiKtNum_, __Ballellee"_ _"_ Internal DistrlbuUon

Paciiic Northwest Laboratories JM Doesburg
AF Gasperino
CT Kincaid

oat_ June 9, 1982 DA Zimmerman

To .Larry Diediker AER/FileLB

From Andy Reisenauer .__

" Su_tectiOO-N Crib Study, Phase III

The Phase III Crib Study work proposed to UNCMarch 24, 1982 has.
beencompleted and two separate letter reports are attached.

DL_:'ing the initial study it became clear that additional daily
1-131 data were available from fuel failure incidents records
(contained in UNI-1460). On your verbal approval that funding was
available for additional work, we began an analysis which we
believe could add significant understanding to the 1-131 travel
times. When funding became uncertain, efforts on this increased
scope of work were terminated. At this time a cost overrun of $IK
does appear on our books. We feel the work should be continued and
completed. Coupled with the results of column studies currently
underway, the analyses of fuel failure incidents could yield an
independent calculction of travel time for the iodine, lt may be
possible to determine if retardation or dilution is the primary
cause of the 1-131 reduction seen at the river bank springs.

Estimated Budget to Complete Work

Labor $3.1K

Computer Time .4K

Subtotal $3.5K

Cost Overrun 1.0K

TOTAL $4.5K

We recognize that we continued beyond the scope oi= the original
work; however, we were lead to believe that funding was available
and that the analysis was of the greatest urgency. Funding in the
amount of $4.5K is requested to complete this work effort and issue
a letter report. If the new work is not appreved and funded, it is
requested that a supplementof $1K be approvedto cover the present
overrun.

AER'del

Attachments

B-3
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Phase III, Tasks i, 2 and 3 of 1301-N Crib Study -Model Existin_ Conditions
and Examine Two Disposal Options for a New Crib

introduction

A study was made of the ground-water flow characteristics beneath the

IO0-N area of the Hanford Reservation. The objective of the study was to

determine the effects of constructing and operating a replacement to the

1301-N waste disposal crib located about 800-1000 ft east of the existing

crib. The objective included determining the effects of the new crib on the

existing tile drain field, determining the effects of river stage on the

travel times and distances to the river, and determining the effects of two

waste disposal plans.

The Variable Thickness Transient (VI'T) model was used to simulate the

ground-water system response to various river stages and disposal plans. The

model and the data used to calibrate it have been developed and collected

over an extensive period of time as part of the Hanford Waste Management and.

Environmental Monitoring Program. Specific disposal volume, disposal site

Coordinates, and operating plans were provided by UNC. The VI'T model is

installed and run on a PDP1!/70 computer. Results displayed in this letter

re_ort were generated on variousperipheral devices of the PDP11/70 system.

The Vl'Tmodel uses finite difference techniques to simulate horizontal,

two-dimensional, saturated ground-water flow. The model can be used in

either a steady state or transient mode, and it can handle confined or

unconfined aquifer systems. The IO0-N area has been modeled previously using

_e VTT model; the same basic model was set up for this analysis.

Study Procedure

The resolution necessary for a study of the 1301-N trench requires that

the VTT model be run for two spatial resolution scales. The initial

simulation for each river stage involved a VI'T model of the entire Hanford

site. Inputs to the model included the Hanford site data base, the river flow

condition(s), and the trench and pond infiltration quanitites for the size.

A steady-state simulation was made for the Hanford site and subsequently used

to set boundary conditions for thestudy area immediately surrounding the
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IO0-N Area. This study area, with its significantly greater spatial

resolution, was then run for the existing 1301-N crib and two disposal

options for the new crib. The VTT model of IO0-N was run nine times to

simulate three different flow conditions and different crib disposal

. options. The three river flows were a low flow of 35,000 cfs chosen as the

lowest flow that would be released from Priest Rapids Dam; a flow of

100,000 cfs chosen as an average flow; and a flow of 350,000 cfs chosen as

the highest sustained flow that would likely occur in this reach. The

calculated potentials for each of the runs were plotted and streamlines were

drawn from each of the disposal areas. The results of the runs can be seen

in Figures I through i0 and in Appendix A. Appendix A contains Tables A-I (I)

through A-9 which show the travel time and distances along each streamline

started from three separate lines near the cribs. Table I records the (2)

disposal volumes and identifies the model nodes at which these sources are

appiied to the ground-water system.

Discussion

Figures I through 3 show the current disposal plan with the river (3)

boundaries held at low, average, and high flows. These represent a base

condition for comparison of the new crib disposal options. The three figures (4)

show little change in the flow paths with the different river levels. The

flow paths from the "back" (inland side) of the existing mound appear to be

most changed, but given the length of travel and the time of travel, they are

of little concern in this study. The streamlines were started from three

different locations aroundthe disposal sites. The large number of lines and

. their corresponding travel times were developed ta show travel directions

and times from every side of the disposal area. The shortest travel times

from the crib to the river for the average river discharge are 0.03 years or

about 11 days. The 11 day travel time is influenced by the distance between

the crib and the river in the model, which is several hundred feet further

than the measured distance on site due to spatial resolution. This travel

time is reasonable given the assumption of the Hanford site data. Given the

flow directions generated by the model, the calculated travel times and the

potential surface representation, it appears that the moael represents the

existing conditions.
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The first disposal option using the new crib would split the waste

streams between the new and old crib according to their origin. The second

option would dispose of all waste streams to the new crib. Under the first

option the primary loop and bleed stream which contains essentially all of

the 1-131 would be disposed to the new crib, and other streams such as the

spill cooler water and the I O0-N fuel storage basin overflow would be

disposed to the old 1301-N crib and trench. Thus, the water disposed at the

old cribwould act to divert streamlines from the new crib into longer paths.

For the purposes of studying this option the present disposal volume was

split equally between the new and old cribs.

The water surface potential maps for the three different river levels of

this option are shown in Figures 4 through 6. The mound that appeared in the (5)

initial or base condition has shifted to the location of the new crib and is

due to the point discharge of one half of the existing flow into the new cYib.

The potential anaps appear to be essentially the same with only minor

variations in the directions the various equipotentials. The streamlines

for the low flow condition show somewhat more divergence and longer travel

times. Appendix Table 4 shows that for average flow the travel times for the (6)

shortesz streamlines are about 127 days. The increased travel time is due in

part to the increased distance separating the river from the new ground-water

mound. The streamline origins have been changed from the base case so that

the lines would show the travel times and directions from the new crib. In

this analysis there is no apparent decrease in gradient or change in the flow

pattern creaZed by the old crib. An additional computer run was made on the

area of the two cribs to attempt to define more clearly the flow paths.

Figure 7 shows an expanded view of the region around two disposal sites. The (7)

flaztened portion of the potential surface shows the effects of the split

disposal. Stream Jines from the new crib site are diverted around the 1301-N

crib and travel times are correspondingly longer.

The second disposal option placed all of the flow into the new crib.

Figures 8 through 10 show the potential surfaces for this option. The travel (8)

times for the streamlines are listed in Table 4. For average river flow the

shortest travel time was 69 days. lt is readily apparent that the travel

times and distances for the second disposal option are shorter than those for
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the sp;it disposaloption. The decreasedtraveltimes are the resultof the

directroute to the river (undivertedby disposalto the existingcrib), and

by the increasedhead causedby disposal in a smallerarea.

An additionalconcernwith the disposalof large volumesof wastes at

- LO0-N is the possibilityof inundatingthe sanitary tile drain field by

raisingthe water table. Table 6 liststhe watertableelevationscalculated

by the model under the sanitary tile drain field for each of the disposal

plans and each of the river conditions. The bottom of the tile field is at

elevation 439 ft msl. The highest ground-water table beneath the site would

be created by disposing all of the flow into the old crib during high river

flow. The elevation of the tile field is higher than any potential water

surface that would occur with the proposed disposal options.

Conclusions

The model appears to be a good representation of the ground-water

conditions beneath the IO0-N reactor area. Neither of the two disposal

options modeled would affect the tile drain field. The travel times from the

new crib to the river in all cases are significantly longer than the present

disposal practices, 0.19 years vs 0.03 years.

Using the averageriver flow (100,000cfs) as the point of comparison

for the two options, the shortesttravel time to the river (0.19 years)

occurredwhen all wastes went to the new crib. Travel time from the same

releaselocationsincreasedto 0.35 years when the wasteswere split between

the old and new cribs. Under this option ground-waterflow originatingat

the new crib was forced to move around the waste being disposed to the old

crib. The same relativecomparisonsholdtrue for theotherriver flowsused

in the modeling.
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TABLE6' Predicted Potentials (in feet msl) at Tile Field

4

Tile field locationon small area -- node 21, 27

Elevationof tile field 439' msl

35,000 cfs 100_000 cfs 350,000 cfs

ExistingCondition 390,7 394.1 404.2

Split Flow 390.6 393.9 401.9
Flow Diverted To
New Crib 390.4 393,8 401,8
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FIGUREi. LocationMap,Referencefor allFiguresExcept8,
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FIGURE_'.GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewith RiverFlowat 35,000cfs --
ExistingConditions
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FIGURE3. GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewithRiverFlowat
100,000cfs-- ExistinQConditions
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FIGURE4. GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewithRiverFlow at
350,000cfs -- ExistingConditions
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FIGURE5, GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewithRiverFlow at
35,000cfs - CribFlowsSplit
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F__._ure6. GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewith RiverFlowat
100,000cfs -- CribFlowsSplit
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FIGURE7. GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewithRiverFlow
at 350,000cfs -- CribFlowsSplit
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FIGURE8. Ground,WaterPotentialSurfacewith River Flow at
100,000cfs with Crib Flows Split -- ExpandedScale
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FIGURE9. GroundWaterPotentialSurfacewithRiverFlowat
35,000cfs -- FlowDivertedfromOldto NewCrib
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Phase III, Task 4 of 1301-N Crib Study - Examination of Possible lodine-131 -

River Stage Relationship

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task of the 1301-N crib study has been to

investigate and subsequently determine whether a relationship exists between

the decontamination factor (DECONfactor or DF) and river stage (elevation).

Moreover, the scope of the investigation has been limited to the study of

weekly averaged samples of 1-131 collected on seven day sampling intervals

and river stage developed from discharge measurements at Priest Rapids Dam.

The analysis proceeded in three stages. First, a plot of the

concentration history, at both the springs and the disposal crib, was

prepared (Figure la). Concentrations measured auring periods when the

reactor was operating were plotzed; values of 1-131 less than the detectable

limit were not plotted. Secondly, an investigation of the DECONfactor used

to evaluate the effectiveness of 1-131 attenuation was undertaken. Because

the DF presently used (defined as the ratio of total curies delivered to the

crib to the total curies arriving at the springs) fluctuates one or more

orders of magnitude from week to week, it was felt that a less sensitive

parameter might be more useful for evaluating the attenuation that takes

place between the crib and the springs. Finally, various methods of

comparing the concentration data with river stage measurements were per- C9)
formed.

' ANALYSI S

Staae I

Examination of Figure la reveals an apparent long-term trend in which

the crib concentrations appear to be decreasing with time while the springs

concentrations appear to be increasing with time. This observation may be

misleading; Figure ib clearly shows that the attenuation, expresssed as a

normalized DF, does not steadily increase or decrease with time. The

similarity in the graphs of the crib and springs concentrations indicates

that, if the river stage does affect the observed concentrations at the
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springs,the effect is minor, However, there are periods,most notably in

the early springof 1978 and in 1982, duringwhich the crib and the springs

1-131concentrationsmove in oppositedirections. The cribconcentrationof

January 24, 1979 is suspectedto be in error by one order of magnitude.

,StageII
l

Close examinationof Figure la also shows a time delay effect between

the 1-131 values at the crib and the springs, lt was felt that if this time

lag were incorporated into the DF, a different trend might be observed.

Figure 3 is a plot of the DFwith and without the time lag. A 7 day time lag

was chosen because the sampling interval is 7 days. This is approximately

the same as the accepted travel time between the crib and the springs of 5

to 8 days, The DF was calculated by taking the ratio of twice the crib

concentration over the springs concentration. This is the same procedure UNC

uses to calculate the DF under the assumption of constant flow into the crib.

The plot shows the time lag consideration to be of relatively little impor-

tance.

Other parameters were sought to quantitativelydescribe the attenuation

taking place between the crib and the springs. A normalized decontamination

factor (NDF) calculated as

[Log (Crib Concentration)t. 7 daTs - Log (Springs Concentration) t ]

Log (Crib Concentration)t.7 days

was chosen to represent the attentuation. Table I shows yearly average

decontamination factors computed by UNCand by the normalized method. Both

data sets show a decreasing trend with time.

The advantage of using a normalized decontamination factor is that the

amount of attenuation is measured relative to the driving quantity. Through

the use of the logarithmic function, the sensitivity of the decontamination

faczor is reduced. Examination of the normalized decontamination factor

revealed that the decontamination factor used by UNCquantifies decontam-

ination in a manner dependent upon the dose to the trench. For example, one

might arbitrarily choose a lower limit to the NDFof 0.2 (see Figure 2). This

translates into maintaining the presently used DFabove a value of 2 . (crib

concentration) .2 - which is a function of the crib concentration and hence

not constant (see a.ppendix).
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st IU
During Stage III, various methods were used to assess the degree of

correiationbetween river stage and the 1-131 data. The river stage data

collectedby UNC had been convertedto a river Flowrate (discharge)using a

stage-dischargecurve developedfrommeasurementsat PriestRapids Dam. The

" original river stage readings were unavailable, River stage is highly

dependentuponchannelcross-section. Therefore,it becamenecessaryto use

, a stage-dischargecurve dev_]opedFor the cross-sectionat the LO0-N intake

structureto calculatethe water surfaceelevationsadjacentto the springs.

Comparison of Figures Ib and 2 show that during certainperiods the

variables(NDFand river stage)behavesimilarly;most notableare the upward

trends occuring in early 1978 and 1982, and the downward trendsoccuring in

early 1977 and late 1981. In these few cases there appears to be a strong

positive correlationbetween river stage and 1-131 attenuation. At other

intervals,(extendingover severalmonths)no longterm trendsare apparent,

althoughat a few pointsthe variablesdivergesuchas in May, 1979. Figure4

is a plot of the NDF versus river stage; no apparent relation exists.

Figure5 compareschangesin NDF with changesin river stageat corresponding

times; again, there appears to be no functional relation between these

variables.

As a final attemptto 'findquantitativeevidenceof a relationbetween

river stage and 1-131 attenuation,cross-correlationanalyseswere carried

out. Table 2 presents the results of cross-correlationanalyses. The

confidence level determines the significance of the cross-correlation

coefficient. A high confidence level implies that the correlation-

, coefficient is statistically significant. In cross-correlating two data

sets we are testing the hypothesis that the two sets are independent of each

other. For example, the first er_try in Table 2 yields a correlation

coefficient of .5021 at the 99.9 percent confidence level. Hence, with g9.9

percent confidence (or with .I percent chance of being in error) we reject

the hypothesis that the two data sets are independent. The degree of

dependency (.5021) is relatively strong. The correlation coefficient will

range from 0.0 (zero correlation) to + 1.0 (perfect correlation). Since crib

concentrations are independent of flow rates in the river, one would

naturally expect a higher correlation between the springs concentration and
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river stage than betweenthe crib concentrationand river stage.The corre-

lation analyses show this to be true, For the last entry in Table 2, the

cross-correlationcoefficientbecomes statisticallysignificantat the 89

percentconfidence level, In other words we are confidentthat the corre-

lation(-.1184)isnot a resultof randomness,and that89 percentof the time

we can expect to observe this weak dependency, Furthermore,the river

stage - springs concentrationcross-correlationcoefficient is

indicatingthatan inverserelationshipexists. Indeed,one would expect the

sprlnqsconcentrationto decreasewith increasingriver stage if dilutionor

retardationwere enhanced by the increasedstage.

EVALUATION

The focus of this research has been on finding an explanationfor the

decreasing trend in 1-131 decontaminationfactors, The objectiveof this

phase of the study has been the identificationof any relationshipbetween

river stage and DECON factor. A cursory examinationof Figures Ib and 2

revealsperiodsof increasingriver stage that correspondwith increasesin

the DECON factor;however,in-depthanalysisof the data (suppliedon seven

day samplingintervals)providesonly ,weakevidenceof a causalrelationship

between river stage and the DECON factor. The relationship may be

statisticallyweak due to thetemporalobservationintervalof sevendays and

the potentiallymore rapid response of the ground-watersystem; i.e., the

resolution of the data may be too coarse to capture the correspondence

betweenriver stage and the DECONfactor. In lightof the data no conclusions

can be drawn from the analysiscompleted to date.

Additionally,it has beennoted that the samplingwell (tOO-N-ST)is not
e

perforatedand that the springsconcentrationvalues are taken from water

approximately16 feet below the water table. Contaminants,in general,

travei at or near the ,Hatertable surface (assuming they enter the

ground-watersystem throughthe unsaturatedzone), Noting the fast travel

time (5 to 8 days from disposa'lcrib to river springs) and the elevated

temperature (approximately20 to 30OF above the ambient grouna-water

temperature),vertical dispersionmay be too small to assure the concen-

tration16 feet below the surfaceis representativeof the entire plume, lt
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is our opirlion that if higher concentrations of 1-131 exist and are not being
observed at the sample point (30 feet underground at well IO0-N-ST), then

they exist between the free surface of ground water and the sampling

elevation (374 feet),
,,

, RECOMMENDATIONS

Implementing the following recommendations will prov Ide a more thorough

, analysis of the problem and may produce significant results.

. UNC should consider collecting and analyzing any data pertaining to

1-131 releases and springs measurements spaced closer together than the

7 day sampling interval, Especially useful would be data corresponding

to a slug release such as would occur during a fuel failure, Curves

representing the 1-131 injection at the crib and the response at the

springs may substantially contribute to an understanding of the

problem.

• lt is recon_ended that ground-water samples be taken only a few feet

below the water table near well tOO-N-ST. The 1-131 concentration in

these samples would indicate whether higher concentrations exist above

the present sampling level located 16 feet below the water table. This

could be accomplished by installing a piezometer a few feet from well

tOO-N-ST to a depth of approximately 16 feet (14 feet to the Water table

plus 2 feet) and taking grab samples on a regular interval. Particu-

larly useful would be a program of grab sampling beginning Just before

startup of operations and continuing until the 1-131 in the ground-

water system has stabilized at an elevated level. Any significant

difference between the concentrations taken from samples in the well

and samples from the piezometer would indicate that the well (IO0-N-ST)

may not accurately reflect the plume concentration.I

Alternately, grab samples could be taken from running spring water at

the seepage face on the river bank below well IO0-N-_T. However, this has an

inherent disadvantage: lt is not possible to take grab samples at the

seepage face during periods of high river stage because the seepage face

becomes inundated with river water. Hence, there can be no comparison of

grab samples with well samples to determine conjectured dilution/retardation

effects associated with high river stage.
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, To betterunderstandthe attenuationobserveda long-termstudy should

be institutedto determinethe detailsof Flow in the verticalprofile

betweenthe 1301-Ndisposalcrib and the ColumbiaRiver. The conceptual

model developmentnecessaryto fully evaluate the river stage depen-

dence of springsconcentrationswould includea two-dimenslonalmodel

for a verticalcross-section of the ground-waterflow path betweenthe q

disposalcrib and the springs. Such aconceptualmodel and itscomputer

implementationwould examine the vertical distribution within the
I

ground-water system of cont_ination originating from the 130I-N

disposal crib. Engineeringdesign of the sampling well (IO0-N-8T)

could be reviewed to determine if conservative estimates of 1-131 are

being obtained from the present monitoring system for all river stage.

The development of the conceptual model and its eventual computer

implementation would require a substantial data base. Properties of the

hydrologic system would require vertical definition. This study would

involve data collection for parameters of the unsaturated and saturated

transmissive zones; installation of new wells and well tests would be

necessary. Data necessary for the validation of the model would include

vertical profiles of temperature, 1-131, and perhaps 1-133 concentrations.
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TABLEI. Yearly Average Decontamination Factors

• Average Average
Year UNC DF NDF

1974 210

1975 2¢0

!976 245 .43

1977 130 .37

!978 150 .37

1979 170 .34

1980 120 .35

1981 50 .31

z
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TABLE 2. Cross-CorrelationAnalysisResults

Variables Correlation Confidence
Correlated Coefficient Level

d

Crib Concentrations
vs 0.5021 99.9%

Springs Concentrations

NormalizedDF
vs 0.3021 99.9%

River Stage

Crib Concentrations
vs 0.0624 59 %

River Stage

SpringsConcentrations
vs -0.1184 89 %

River Stage

z
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.,. APPENDIX i

Total curies to crib
UNC OF : Total curies to sprin_

(Crib concentration)(flowinto crib)
: owln1:ocrmo)

Let C = Crib concentration
S = Springs concentration

2,C
Under constant flow conditions UNCDF = T"

WhereasNDF : 1o9 (C) - log (S)log(c)

Make NDF : constant: .2

then log (C) - log (S) : .2 log (C)

log (c/s) : log (c.2)

C/S: C'2

" 2C/S = UNCDF = 2C"2
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